Nissan quest mini van

The Nissan Quest is a minivan that was manufactured from until by Nissan. The first two
generations of the Quest were a joint venture with Ford , which marketed a rebadged variant as
the Mercury Villager. However, it is still sold in Japan. Each version of the Quest rode a platform
derived from that of the Nissan Maxima. Both vehicles were initially powered by the 3. The
Quest was completely redesigned for , while the Villager was discontinued and replaced with
the Freestar -based Mercury Monterey. It also shares the 3. The fourth generation model is built
on the same platform as the Nissan Elgrand. In , Ford and Nissan entered a joint agreement to
develop an all-new vehicle to compete in the minivan segment scheduled for Development
officially began later that year under the codename VX54, with the final designs being chosen in
Prototypes went into initial testing in at Ford and Nissan test tracks, later real-world testing
throughout , with development concluding at the end of that year. Unusually, its design patents
were subsequently filed by design chief Thomas H. Semple for Nissan Motor on March 5, ,
rather than in advance of its introduction. The first Nissan Quest rolled off the production line
on April 14, at the Avon, Ohio plant sourced from Japanese production. NMMC production
began in June on the main body components, with engine assembly beginning in August. The
Quest was launched in September and sold 1, units during its first month. It also replaced the
rear-wheel drive Vanette , also discontinued in The Quest was initially powered by Nissan's 3.
For a short time, the Quest was sold in Japan in a right hand drive configuration at Nissan
Bluebird Store locations, but due to the engine displacement and exterior dimensions
exceeding Japanese Government dimension regulations sales were limited and cancelled after
the facelifted version was released in Ford required that Nissan make some design changes to
the VG30E before they would agree to use it in the Villager and Quest. Changes included the
addition of an oil level sensor and relocating the oil filter assembly for better access. The engine
was also modified for the Quest and Villager to become a non-interference design: if the timing
belt were to break, the pistons wouldn't come in contact with any open valves in the cylinders.
Because of manufacturing issues, Nissan had an arrangement for Ford to assemble the minivan
in North America , and in turn they were allowed to rebadge it and sell it under the Mercury
brand as the Villager. Many of the interior parts, including the radio, heater controls and power
windows controls were adapted from Ford, and were similar to the Ford Aerostar. The van
shared the modified version of the VG30E from the U11, and early J30 Maximas, as well as the
4-speed automatic transmission from the Maxima. Seating was for 7, with a removable 2-seater
bench in the middle, allowing the third row bench of 3 seats to slide up either folded up for more
room or down for passengers behind the front for more rear cargo room. The third row seat was
not removable however, and the system was not improved in the redesign on which the model
was not available in Canada , so newer fold-into-the-floor seats and lightweight buckets quickly
eclipsed the system. In , a driver's side airbag was made standard. A passenger airbag was later
added in for the model year. That year saw the introduction of changes to the front and rear
fascias, as well as headlights and tail lamps and the elimination of the motorized shoulder belts.
The production design by Shinken Tanaka was frozen in and design patents were filed at the
Japan Patent Office on November 2, under patent The Quest also got a power boost via the 3.
With the new 3. This Nissan Quest model became the first Nissan minivan with four doors since
the Nissan Axxess. In August , the Quest received various minor improvements. Styling front
and rear was updated, along with new alloy wheels on all models. The entry-level GXE gained a
rear stabilizer bar, while the SE received acceleration-sensitive strut valving and a strut tower
brace. Luxury GLE models also received an in-dash six- CD changer and a wood and
leather-trimmed steering wheel. An optional overhead family entertainment system replaced the
former floor-mounted model, though it could still be specified for SEs and GLEs equipped with
a sunroof. Front seatbelts were given pretensioners. The Quest was also slightly longer, with
more cargo space than the initial models. The Nissan Quest was not sold in Canada. The Quest
would not return to Canada until the third-generation model arrived in By the end of this
generation, both Honda and Toyota marketed solely long-wheelbase minivans. Development
began in on the V42 alongside a proposed Ford replacement. In , decisions were made by Ford
and Nissan to abandon the joint venture, as both the Windstar and Quest replacements were in
initial development and the design process. Design patents were filed on December 27, and
registered under D, December 9, The production third generation Quest was unveiled for the
model year at the North American International Auto Show using the Nissan Altima and Nissan
Maxima platform , Nissan's FF-L platform, in a package slightly longer than the Chrysler
long-wheelbase minivans. Production was moved to a new plant in Canton, Mississippi and
started on May 27, The Quest is powered by the 3. The Quest has a flat folding rear bench and
the two middle chairs fold nearly flat into the floor. The interior volume is Its appearance shows
many similarities to the Renault Espace which appeared in The third generation Quest features
an unusual moonroof glass arrangement with separate panels above each passenger with

individual retractable sunshades, while the roof above the passengers accommodates 2 DVD
screens with auxiliary input plug, when the VHS shaped IWCC Xl system was discontinued. Also
featured in the SE model were side front airbags, curtain airbags for all rows, VSC Vehicle
Stability Control , Traction Control, dual rear power sliding doors and power rear hatch, Bose
audio with RDS and folding second row seats, dual climate control, and rear backup sensors.
Nissan redesigned the front grille and the dashboard for the model. They also moved the DVD
player from under the front passenger seat to the instrument panel stack. Production of this
generation Quest ended after the model year, with Nissan stating that the automaker needed
room at the Canton plant for production of a commercial vehicle based on the Nissan NV
concept. In , Nissan provided five teaser images of the Quest revealing the exterior and interior.
The Quest went on sale in North America in early as a model. The Nissan Quest was dropped
from regular production in Canada after and in the United States after the model year due to
declining sales. A shortened model year was produced only as a fleet vehicle. To promote its
release in China , the Quest was used as a free airport escort service vehicle at Beijing Nanyuan
Airport and Beijing Capital International Airport for visitors travelling from those airports.
Speaking to the results of the Nissan Quest's small overlap front crash test , [22] Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety executive vice president Dave Zuby described it as "one of the
worst crash tests we've ever seen. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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at View all Nissan Vehicles. After a one-year hiatus, an all-new Quest was introduced for the
model year. Exceptionally spacious and luxurious, it features a quiet and plush interior with a
smooth and compliant ride. Handling is sound, but not sporty. Both rear rows fold flat to form a
flush load floor, however, this version of the Quest only has seating for seven. Access is easy,
with large doors, low step-in and a flat floor. Rare for minivans, the windows on the sliding side
doors can be lowered. Standard safety features include antilock brakes with brake assist,
traction control, and electronic stability control. Blind spot monitoring is optional. The Nissan
Quest offers a roomy and comfortable interior. Both the second- and third-row seats fold flat to
maximize cargo capacity, which is a minivan first. Handling is responsive and secure. Access to
all three rows is easy. Door openings are broad and tall, step-in is low, the doorsills are flush
and the floor is flat. Adjustable pedals make it easy for most drivers to find a good driving
position. However, It's hard to read the gauges, warning lights and displays with the instrument
cluster located in the center of the dash. Other problems include a noisy climate-control system
and unlit, hard-to-find power-mirror controls. A freshening improved the confusing dashboard
layout, was the last model year for this generation. The old Quest was a well-appointed
alternative to larger vehicles. First models were powered by a responsive 3. Ride and handling
are carlike, and the interior is quiet. A redesign brought a 3. Poor crash-test scores, sloppy
handling, and merely adequate braking limit the Quest's appeal. A redesign in brought a larger
van with a roomy, comfortable interior. Show Older Nissans. New Cars on the Horizon. Plus,
questions about discontinued cars, and those letters from car dealers that beg you to turn in
your lease early. Latest Nissan Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.

Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Quest. Overview
Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive
Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base
engine size 3. Safety Safety electronic brakeforce distribution yes front seatbelt pretensioners
yes 4-wheel ABS yes Rear door child safety locks yes cornering lights yes engine immobilizer
yes child seat anchors yes Emergency braking assist yes Passenger airbag occupant sensing
deactivation yes Front and rear ventilated disc brakes yes 2 front headrests yes dusk sensing
headlamps yes tire pressure monitoring yes traction control yes front, rear and third row head
airbags yes. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes
remote window operation yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes trip computer yes
tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket front seats yes height
adjustable passenger seat yes Front leg room Driver seat with manual adjustable lumbar
support yes Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Drag
Coefficient. Angle of approach 19 degrees Maximum payload lbs. Angle of departure 20 degrees
Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Ground clearance 5. Height 70 in. Wheel base in. Width
Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Quest. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension
yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Quest
Inventory. Sign Up. Beige Rouge Gray. See Quest Inventory. If you are looking for a perfect
minivan the great capabilities and amazing exterior design, we would like to suggest the
upcoming Nissan Quest. This minivan offers plenty of power, a lot of standard features and a
great level of comfort. The all-new model will be slightly larger than its predecessor and new
Quest will suffer slight refinements. The interior will see further changes as well. The Quest
shares a lot with the Nissan Altima sedan. It is more than a good thing as the Altima is one of
the most gorgeous cars in the sedan category. Close relation with the Nissan Altima is visible at
the first glance. The Nissan Quest looks very attractive and modern. It is one of the better
exterior designs in the minivan category, no doubt about it. The Quest will get exterior
refreshments and that includes more chrome and aluminum materials. The all-new model looks
classier and most of the upgrades will happen up front. New Quest will be larger than its
predecessor so the front fascia will be larger as well. Because of that, wider grille and bigger
headlights are a must. The fog lights are now rounder and the rear part comes with the longer
taillights. Nissan will most likely offer new exterior colors for the model. A family minivan needs
to be comfortable and roomy from the inside. That is exactly something the Nissan Quest has to
offer. There is plenty of upscale materials and soft-touch surfaces. The good thing is that there
will be more trim levels so the luxury-minivan is a possibility. The cabin is both practical and
versatile and there is plenty of room for all occupants. The instrument cluster is revised and the
air vents are larger than before. Infotainment system works great, there is plenty of standard
features and the button-layout is great. Safety is another important category for a family
minivan. The Quest offers a rear-view camera, parking sensors, traction control, and blind spot
monitoring. Unlike the rest of the vehicle, the engine department will stay unchanged. The
Nissan Quest will continue to offer only one engine, which may disappoint some of the fans. On
the other hand, Nissan did say something about the possibility of an optional drivetrain. For
now, the 3. The DOHC drivetrain can produce up to horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Quest offers
a CVT transmission as standard and the four-wheel-drive configuration will be optional. The
hybrid variant was speculated for the model, however, at this moment, the hybrid model seems
very uncertain. The Nissan Quest will hit the markets in the last quarter of Where did you get
this info? Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Notify
me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Sign in. Log into your
account. Forgot your password? Password recovery. Recover your password. Get help. Nissan
Alliance. The Nissan Quest is not coming back! Please enter your comment! Please enter your
name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Leave this field empty. We are not
affiliated, associated, authorized, endorsed by, or in any way officially connected with Nissan
Motor Company! We provide you with the latest breaking news and videos straight from the
Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi Company. Contact us: admin nissanalliance. The Nissan Quest is a
simple and innovative minivan that will soon show up at the Nissan dealerships throughout the
world. It is interesting to be wary of what the future Nissan Quest has in store for us. Rumor has
it that Nissan plans on tapping into the highly lucrative minivan market from another approach.
The next Nissan Quest would be based on a whole new platform so that it would look
completely different from the previous releases. It is slated to convey a host of upgrades as

well. These updates would enable Nissan to upsurge sales and get a shot at the best minivan
title. It would adhere to a front-wheel-drive and front-engine layout. While it will retain its
minivan-specific rear body, it will get revised designs on the front end. Unlike the previous
editions, the inbound Nissan Quest presents a robust-yet-sleek look at the front fascia. Its short
hood has a higher ground clearance than its earlier versions. The exterior section of this van
comprises Ambient LED lighting systems for taillights and headlights, ensuring that you get a
comfortable driving experience day and night. The new Quest also comes with redesigned alloy
wheels. Plus, it is set to convey a variety of distinct color options. The interior region of the
Nissan Quest is likely to pack leather upholstery, heated seats for ultimate comfort, and
touchscreen-enabled HD displays. This model will also put passenger safety and security on the
priority list. It includes impressive advancements in the world of safety technology. Some of its
latest and most advanced safety tech features include an HD backing camera, smart headlights,
auto dimming mirrors, and improvements in the external and internal frame of the car to
guarantee crash protection. In addition to these safety features, Nissan has hinted at the
likelihood of a tire pressure monitor, a collision avoidance sensor, parking assistance, ABS
braking, and intelligent key system. The Nissan Quest gets its juice from a potent 3. The
supposed engine ensures that the Quest has everything there is to tackle stringent demands of
a modern minivan. This unit will get hooked to a continuously variable CVT transmission. This
unit has the absolute best efficiency and reduces carbon emissions, placing the new Nissan
Quest in a pinnacle reserved for the most fuel-efficient minivans of its class. Overall, the new
Quest minivan will take both convenience and performance a notch higher. The Nissan Quest
will be arriving in early and deliveries will kick off later the same year. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Leave this field empty. Now Trending:.
Like this: Like Loading Related Posts. About The Author admin. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Notify me of follow-up comments by email. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

